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SUMMARY

Hired workers comprise 33 percent of people employed on farms but do an estimated 60 percent of the work performed on U.S. farms. Most hired farm workers were born abroad, usually in Mexico, and most are believed not to be authorized to work in the U.S. Changes in Mexico-US migration flows and more restrictive immigration laws and policies have increased the vulnerability of U.S. agriculture to labor supply shocks, which could increase costs and threaten the ability of some farmers to harvest labor-intensive crops. Congress is considering major changes in immigration policies. Farm employers want access to a reliable supply of legal foreign workers, while worker advocates want to protect the well-being and improve working conditions for both U.S. and immigrant farm workers.

FARM EMPLOYMENT AND FARM WORKERS

Three major types of workers provide labor for U.S. farms: farm operators, unpaid family workers, and hired workers. Numerically, hired workers are estimated to make up one-third of the total farm workforce, up from 25 percent in the 1950s (Kandel, 2008). Historically, farmers and unpaid family members did most work on U.S. farms, but today hired workers account for 60 percent of average FTE-equivalent employment on farms, and their share is steadily increasing (Henderson 2012:66; Sommers and Franklin, 2012:14).

The use of hired farm workers is concentrated by commodity, geography, and farm size. In 2007, about 22 percent of U.S. farms hired a worker, and farm employers spent almost $22 billion on farm wages and salaries (USDA-NASS, 2009). Most of these labor expenses were paid by large farm employers producing fruit, vegetable, and horticultural commodities in California, Florida, Texas, and Washington (Martin, 2009). The top 5 percent of U.S. farms generate 74 percent of total farm sales and are responsible for nearly 80 percent of total farm labor expenses (See Figures 1, 2).

WHY ARE MANY FARM WORKERS UNAUTHORIZED?

The composition of the current hired farm workforce reflects changes in farm structure, farm technology, and past immigration policies. Mechanization and productivity increases have allowed the size of the overall farm workforce to...
more difficult and dangerous to cross the US-Mexico border, but did not reduce the flow of new unauthorized immigrants and created disincentives for unauthorized workers to return to their home country (Massey and Pren, 2012). With farm employers able to secure workers through traditional channels (both legal and unauthorized), utilization of the legal H-2A guest worker program remained low (Martin, 1994, 2013).

SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS OF HIRED FARM WORKERS

Hired farm workers are near the bottom of the U.S. job ladder. In 2010, the average earnings of crop workers were about $9 an hour, and median weekly earnings were only 60% of those of workers in comparable private-sector nonfarm jobs. Since hired crop workers work an average of just under 200 days per year, many are underemployed or unemployed for significant periods, reducing annual earnings. Farm employment often includes exposure to pesticides, poor sanitary conditions, long working hours, and other health risks, but only 18% of crop workers have health insurance benefits. Not coincidentally, farm worker households also have twice the poverty rate of nonfarm households and housing conditions among farm workers and their families (particularly for migrant workers) are often substandard. Rural communities with significant farm worker populations often struggle to provide adequate education and social services to address the needs of these residents.

Between 2007 and 2009, the NAWS found that almost 30% of crop workers were born in the U.S. and 70% were born abroad, almost always in Mexico. Foreign-born and US-born workers were similar in many respects. Their average age was 36-37, and three-fourths were male, and 23 percent of foreign-born and US-born workers had household incomes below the poverty line (Rural Migration News). Foreign-born differ from US-born crop workers in legal status, education, and English. For example, 55 percent of foreign-born workers were unauthorized, only 13 percent completed high school, and only three percent spoke English well. Foreign-born crop workers were more likely to be hired by contractors and other intermediaries (17% versus 2%), more likely to be working in fruit, vegetable, horticulture (FVH) crops, and more likely to be filling harvest jobs. Average wages for foreign-born crop workers are lower than those paid to US-born workers. Although some farmers have increased worker wages and improved working conditions in recent years to retain hired workers, most have not raised worker compensation.

POLICY OPTIONS

Given the growing level of dependence on foreign-born (and often unauthorized) workers on the most commercially-important farms in U.S. agriculture, efforts to slow unauthorized migration from Mexico and to make it harder for farmers to hire unauthorized workers have created significant concerns about the ability of farmers to access enough workers to sustain their operations.

Farm organizations propose a new type of guest worker program as an alternative to the current H2-A program that requires the U.S. Department of Labor to certify that U.S.
Most large commercial farms in the U.S. have become highly dependent on foreign-born (and often unauthorized) workers to care for their livestock and harvest their crops. The availability of a workforce willing to work for relatively low wages and benefits helps keep domestic food prices low and may help some farmers to remain competitive in increasingly global farm commodity markets.

Worker advocates oppose changes to the H-2A program that could depress wages or reduce legal protections against worker exploitation. A proposal dubbed “AgJOBS” that was considered (but not passed) by Congress several times in the past decade had worker groups relaxing some guest worker program rules in exchange for legalization of currently unauthorized workers. Versions of this AgJOBS compromise are being considered as part of the 2013 comprehensive immigration reform bill. One suggestion is a program under which guest workers would be allowed to move freely between employers (H-2A visa holders are tied to a specific farm), which might serve both to protect workers and favor employers who provide the best working conditions and compensation.

The issue of ‘pathways to citizenship’ for current and/or future foreign-born farm workers is perhaps the most politically controversial element. Democrats want an eventual path to U.S. citizenship for unauthorized foreigners, while Republicans argue that unauthorized foreigners who receive probationary status should not become immigrants and citizens until new enforcement measures are in place and current backlogs of foreigners waiting for immigration visas are eliminated. Under some proposals, unauthorized foreigners brought into the U.S. as children, and those employed in agriculture, would have separate and easier paths to legal immigrant status and eventual U.S. citizenship.

CONCLUSIONS

Most large commercial farms in the U.S. have become highly dependent on foreign-born (and often unauthorized) workers to care for their livestock and harvest their crops. The availability of a workforce willing to work for relatively low wages and benefits helps keep domestic food prices low and may help some farmers to remain competitive in increasingly global farm commodity markets. However, the U.S. farm sector is vulnerable to changes in migration policies that might raise farm labor costs. The current upswing in manufacturing employment in Mexico, along with rapidly declining family sizes, may also reduce availability of Mexican workers in the U.S. (The Economist, 2012).

Most policy choices involve tradeoffs between competing goods, such as providing farm employers with the workers they need to remain competitive while simultaneously ensuring the well-being of foreign and U.S. workers. Comprehensive immigration reform proposals that deal with farm labor will need to balance three major goals:

1. Providing farm employers with sufficient legal workers on terms that keeps U.S. agriculture competitive
2. Providing protections for current and future hired farm workers to ensure they receive adequate wages and safe working conditions
3. Increasing opportunities for foreign-born farm workers to return with savings to their countries of origin or to stay in the U.S. and move up in the U.S. labor market

Outside of the immigration debate, U.S. policy could work to encourage development of new technologies to reduce use of manual labor in agricultural production. Technical investments could help the sector adjust if the current downturn in Mexican interest in working across the border continues.

As Congress debates immigration reforms that affect farm labor, it should be aware of the tradeoffs between competing goals. For example, short-run agricultural competitiveness may be enhanced by lower farm wages, which may attract more vulnerable workers less able to protect themselves and move up the job ladder. On the other hand, higher wages and more benefits for farm workers may make some labor-intensive commodities less competitive and stimulate productivity improvements such as mechanization, which may displace some farm workers and may not be feasible for all current producers. 

workers are not available, to provide free housing to guest workers, and to pay above the local minimum wage. Changes sought by farm employers include replacing ‘certification’ with a process whereby employers could simply ‘attest’ that they tried and failed to recruit U.S. workers. Second, farm employers would like to offer housing vouchers instead of free housing, which would add $1 to $2 an hour to current wages but make it unnecessary for farmers to build or renovate housing. Third, they would like to roll back the required higher-than-minimum Adverse Effect Wage Rate (AEWR) that must be paid to H-2A workers (Martin, 2013).
Hired farm workers are near the bottom of the U.S. job ladder. In 2010, the average earnings of crop workers were about $9 an hour, and median weekly earnings were only 60 percent of those of workers in comparable private-sector nonfarm jobs.

Since farm work is more physically demanding and less well compensated than nonfarm jobs requiring similar skills, it is increasingly difficult to attract domestic workers willing to take farm jobs. This is one reason why farm employers have increasingly relied on foreign workers.
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